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1. Tasks of labour training for pupils with mental 
disabilities.

2. Preparation system of labour training is offered for 
pupils from the  Ist to the Xth grades.

3. Stages of labour preparation.
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 increase in motivation level of educational activity;

 formation of positive qualities of an individual in labour;

 habit formation to work and labour endurance;

 necessary knowledge formation for conscious and safe 
fulfillment of studied technological operations;

 mastering of studied technological operations;

 skills formation to navigate in task, to plan and control its 
fulfillment;

 pupils’ training to choose an occupation and ensure 
professional self-determination.РЕ
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 labor training studies;

 studies on specific sections of "Social and welfare orientation“ 
subject;

 optional courses of labor orientation;

 socially useful work out of school time;

 labor education studies on various subjects;

 workshops and experiments;

 excursions, conversations, meetings, evenings, competitions, 
exhibitions and other events out of school time; 

 family labor training;

 vocational guidance.
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 training in the I-IV grades;

 training in the Vth grade;

 training in the VI-X grades.

Vocational training:
 in the XI-XII grades of the first department of auxiliary school 

(classes with profound social and vocational training 
preparation);

 In technical and professional training institutions.
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 "Wood processing";

 “Metal processing";

 “Fabric processing";

 "Repair and construction work at home";

 "Crop and livestock production" subsections:

"Vegetable growing. Field crop";

"Floriculture and gardening";

"Livestock production";

“Horticulture";
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 “Food processing";

 "Crafts" subsections:

“Willow rod weaving";

“Hand embroidery";

"Woodcarving";

"Shoe business".

In order to ensure overall labor training for pupils the 
program also includes studying "Technical Graphics", 
"Electricity" and "Professional self-determination“ sections.РЕ
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